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IN CIRCLE ABSORPTION SYSTEMS 
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THE POTENCY, versatdlty, and usefulness of cyclopropane are acknowledged by 
most physiclans, but the'fact that for economy reason,; cyclopropane is ordinarily 
used in a dosed system has restricted its application in paediatnc anaesthesia 
because of the important attendant d~sadvantages of dead space and resistance. 

The desare to avoid the unpleasantness and drawbacks of frank ether and to 
make cyclopropane avadable to tmy pahents led to the development of the 
apparatus described below Th~s original apparatus for the elmaination of the 
dead space is added to ordinary eqmpment used in closed and semi-closed 
anaesthisia. The clinical application has been very rewarchng and has extended 
over a period of ten years. 

DESCBmTION 

The apparatus devised to ehminate the mechamcal dead space may be referred 
to as a circulator since ~ts funclaon is to keep the gases in the under-mask space 
moving so that each breath as it is exhaled is camed away towards ~ e  absorber 
In other words, the gases in the circle ale kept m motion and the patient breathes 
out to and in from a passing breeze of fresh gases. This prevents the reinhalation 
of that part of the exhaled gases coming from the depths of the lungs which 
contains the highest concentration of carbon dioxide and the least oxygen. 

The component parts of the device are a divided chmmey-piece and-a pump 
(Fig. 1). It is necessary to have a di~ided chimney-piece to produce a flow 
pattern that wall change the gases m the under-mask space This change is 
accomplished by a median septnm, so that inhaled gases pass down one side and 
exhaled gases pass up the other. This chimney-piece is of male. design and fits 
into the top of masks of the Heidbrink and M.I.E. pattern so that t_ae septum 
can be carried right into the under-mask space. In operation the circulating pump 
draws gases free of carbon dmxlde from the breathing bag and dehvers them 
into the mhalatmn side of the circle at a point where they wall force the gases 
along the corrugated connecting tube towards the mask. The under-mask gases 
are thus conhnuously kept moving towards the  exhalatmn valve of the machine' 
and thence through the absorber back to the bag. 

The circulating pump is constructed from two ~det~tical suctmn Trmo auto- 
mobile windshie_d-wiper motors of a type in very common use. These motors 
are joined firmly together by their ends in such a manner that their external 
moving parts may also be coupled together. The two are intercoupled by a metal 
sling by which they are hung on and grounded ;o the gas machine (Flg~ 2) One 
of these units powered by suctton is operated as the motor and when m motion 
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FIGUl~E 1. Circulator attached to circle gas 
maclcnue The motor, powered by suctaon, drives 
the pump w~ach draws from the rebreath-bag 
and dehvers gases into the mhalatmn side of 
the circle A molstttre-condenser-trap as rater- 
posed between tile bag and the pump The 
circulator causes a continuous change of the 
gases under the mask, displacing the exhaled 
gases towards' the absorber thus preventing re- 
mhalataon of gases containing carbon dloxade 
The chvaded chlmney-pmce is essentaal to pat- 
tern the gas flow under the mask 

drtves the other, which then becomes a pump. It is essential that  the reversing 
mechamsm of the motor be adjusted to allow the pump to execute a complete 
cycle m each dtrecti6n. That  as, the reversing mechamsm of the pump must trip 
lust before that of the motor. Mal~ag this adjustment requires an understanding 
of the reversing mechanism but  is easily made with a file The cover plate over 
the. reversing parts of the pump must be fitted with a metal nipple, which becomes 
the intake port. All gaskets must be gas-taght on the pump. The control lever on 
the pump is wired m the open position ~vhile that of the motor is used to turn 
the motor on and off. The rate of motor operation depends on the strength of the 
suctaon available and is adjusted by a screw clamp on the rubber tube leading to 
flae motor. The 6apacxty of the Trico motors used is about 50 cc;  so one can 
calculate the volume of the gases pumped for a given rate qf oscillation. It  has 
been found that a rate of fifty cycles per minute (one hundred dicks of the 
reversing mechanism) will change the under-mask gases at a rate of 5 L. per 
minute. This has appeared clinica'lly to be a satasfactor:r rate. 

Owing to the high humidity of the gases pumped a condenser and water-trap 
as interposed between the rebreathing bag and the pump. This is cooled by  the 
evaporatmn of alcohol or wa~er poured into a small reservoir around the base of 
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ttie condenser The pump retake topple is connected to the breathing bag by 
means of a hollow bolt held m place by two plastac washers a,ad a nut The output 
of the pump is camed by a short rubber tube leading into the mhalataon side of 
the ctrcte just above and on the pagmnt's qlde of the mhalataon valve 

FmtmE 2 An early model of circulator attached to a Hmdbrmk 
machine The moto>pump ts ~uspended from the ether-tar and the 
rate control ehp has been omitted Note the divided eh~mnev-Decc 
aud the motsture condenser-trap 

Since the circulator pump has a vane-type ptston oscillating between two 
cylinders, one side is daschargmg ~ts gases at the same time and rate as the othe~ 
is filling Thus the pump removes and replaces gases from and to the ctrcle system 
of the anaesthetic machine without chstazrbmg the volume ol causing the breath- 
mg bag to pulsate Therefore, the operation of flae c~rcutator does nov alter the 
behaviour of the bag as an index of anaesthe~c depth, nor ~s the effectiveness of 
the en:culator interfered w~th b:y the anaesthetist a~s~stmg or augmenting 
resptrataon by intermittent compression of the bag 
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DIscussIoN 

The anatomical dead space comprises the tracheobronchlal tree and the upper 
respiratory tract. The mechanical or the anaesthelac dead space is extracorporeal 
and is mechanically imposed on the pataent by the use of any anaesthetic equip- 
ment such as the open drop mask or the mask and connecting chimney-piece 
necessary to closed or semi-closed techmques. The smaller the tidal volume, the 
more deleterious to the palaent is the imposed dead space. In small patients, and 
adults whose tidal volume is for any reason reduced, addition of mechanical 
dead space may lead to hvpoxla and accumulation of carbon dioxide dunng 
anaesthesia. 

The circulator allows the use of a varlet)' of masks and reduces the need for 
intubation as a means of reducing dead space in many paediatnc cases. Re- 
sistance to inhalation ordinarily created by the tubing and valves of the circle 
system is absent and exhalation is very httle impeded. The slight positive under- 
mask pressure is an aid to inhalation, especially for very small patients The 
circulator must not be confused wsth other recently evolved pumps or ventilators 
which are designed to assist with the respiratory movements of the pataent, or 
carry out controlled respiration The circulator is used morely to reduce the 
imposed dead space. 

A special application of the circulat(fr is its use to perform closed endotracheal 
sufl]ation which reduces even the anatomical dead space (Fig 3). This has been 
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FtGIJI~ 3 Set-up for closed endotracheal sufltation 
The tube carrying gases from the pump is led into the 
endotracheal catheter at the angle adapter a~d extends 
a short chstance beyond the end of the catheter. By 
reversing the direction of flow and connections into the 
circle, and Interposing a hquid-catehing trap~ a technique 
of continuous closed endotraeheal suctxon may be used. 
The air hne to the cuff has been omitted. 
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done in patients undergoing open chest surgery, where it is felt that the most 
can be made of d~ffusion exchange of fresh gases introduced near the cariim 
This technique is not used alone, but in addition to the usual manual ventilation, 
Also by reversing the set-up, conta~nuous clo,;ed endotraeheal suction can be 
performed. The blood and pus are trapped in a small bottle and the gases are 
returned to the dosed circle on the exhalation side. To carry out either of these 
techniques a thin-walled polythene tube, such as ~is used in disposable intra- 
venous sets, is passed down inside the endotracheal tube to a point "near the 
earina. This requires the use of an endotracheal adapter drilled at a point where 
the proieeted axis of the endotracheal tube meets the metal. The polythene tube 
should fit snugly enough to be gas-tight for ordinary pressures. The presence of 
the smaller tube within the larger does reduce the calibre somewhat, but plenty 
of room is left for adequate exchange since augmented or controlled respiration 
is used in these cases. 

The advantages of the circulator are easil T recoghized in paediatrie anaes- 
thesia. It is just as logical to suggest its use also in all adult closed or semi-closed 
techniques for the same purpose of minimizing the ill effects of increased dead 
space. 

In ether vaporizers which depend upon the flow of respired gases in the circle 
apparatus vaporization is accelerated by the additional iiow provided by the 
circulator. This facilitates ~tchievement of the desired level of surgical anaesthesia, 
but adds the danger of easily produced overdosage. 

On those occasions when nitrogen is desired as a diluent to the anaesthetic 
mixture it can be readily added from the ambient atmosphere by momentarily 
opening the pump intake to the room air. 

StnvrM~aY 

A deseripta01a is given of an original apparatus for the removal of the under- 
mask dead space in paediatrie anaesthesia. Its application to adult anaesthesia 
is also suggested. The apparatus may be used in conjunction with any circle 
closed or semi-closed absorption technique. The principle of operation is the 
forcing of carbon dioxide free gases through the under-mask space in order to 
displace the exhaled atmosphere before t_ae next inhalation takes place. The 
technique has been used in all the writer's paediatrie eases since 1947 and in 
those of his associates in the last five years. 

ADDENDtr~ 

The author is aware that a double chimney-piece and a hand-operated bulb 
pump have been described in the literature in recent years. The author's divided 
chimney-piece which has been in use for more than ten years was sent to the 
Heidbrink Division of the Ohio Chemical Company in Madison, Wisconsin, in 
1947, and its use explained as a means of reducing the dead space in conventional 
ehimney-?ieees. A chimney-piece of this exact design is now available from 
Heidbrinx. The use of the circulator and its development were presented in a 
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formal paper to the British Columbia Division of the Canadian Anaesthetists' 
Society in Victoria in 1949 and again 'before the Pacit~c Northwest Society of 
Anesthetists at Portland, Oregon, in September, 1950. Thou:~h not on the pro- 
gramme, the circulator 'was shown in the commercial exhibits at the Western 
Regional Conference in San Francisco in March 1949. 

B~s~rM~ 

Nous avons d6crit un appareil original qui peut ~tre utilis6 en anesta6sie 
lorsque l'on se sert d'un circuit ferm6 ou semi-ferm6 avec absorption. L'usa~,e de 
cet appareil a pot~r effet d'61irniner l'espace mort m6canique in6vitable en acLvant 
continuellement la circulation des gaz inspires. L'usage d'une pompe ~t suction 
et d'un tube connecteur ~t deux branches maintiennent en circulation les gaz 
dans le circuit, les diluant et enlevant du masque les gaz exhales avant 1'inhala- 
tion suivante. Ceci diminue l'iraportance du petit volume d'air courant des erffants 
et permet l'usage de l'outillage pour adultes avec toute s6curit6 dans les cas de 
p6dl~trie. Cet appareil est sans fantaisie et ne comporte pas les risques d'explo- 
sion que cachent les apparefls 61ectriques Sa grande valettr est de permettre 
l'usage d'une technique ferm6e et semi-ferm6e sans espac,e mort additionnel. 
L'appareil, avec un ajustemerLt sp6cial, rend possible l'insufl]lation endotrach6ale 
continue ou la succion dans tm circuit ferm6, syst+me qui peut 8tre pratique dans 
eertains cas de chirurgie pulmonaire. I1 ne s'agit pas d'un ventflateur m6canique 
mais d'un cireulateur qui r6duit la suppos6e accumulation de ~az carbonique en 
chang~ant continflellement les gaz dans le masque. Nous employons cette tech- 
nique depnis dix ans. Parmi les nombre t2x cas off cet a2pareil a servi, nous 
comptons des nouveaux-n6s pesant aussi peu que quatre livres. 


